News from DIYA’s intervention centre for children with autism,
Tirunelvelli, South India
October-December 2019
Greetings to everyone from Diya! We are very thankful to God for the many
blessings this year, and the end of the year is such a great time to remember it
all.
Children at Diya: Since we were empanelled for the Chief Minister’s Health
Insurance Scheme, we’ve seen a number of families approach us for support.
A good majority of these are families with young children. This is wonderful
news because they younger the child, the better the outcome of therapy.
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We continue to work with the older children, who have been a part of our centre
for several years now. We now have a unit for the older children upstairs, which
functions like a pre-vocational centre. The focus here is on adaptive skills, selfhelp skills and some form of pre-vocation. Many of the children in this unit are
severely affected by autism.
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Awareness programmes: Kumar had the privilege of addressing local
paediatricians about the need for early intervention and the work that we do
here at Diya. On World Cerebral Palsy Day, Kumar was also on the radio,
talking about Cerebral Palsy interventions. There was also an event at the
Preethi Hospital in Madurai that Kumar and other friends organised, to
celebrate children and their families, that live with Cerebral Palsy.
New toilet! Our big news is the installation of the new toilet. It’s a port-a-loo
and was installed especially for the older children who work upstairs. With the
toilets being on the ground floor, several accidents happened through the day
when the children did not make it down on time. We really thank you for this
very generous gift that made the toilet possible.
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Work in Kodaikanal
By the grace of God, there are now two anaesthetists in Kodaikanal. This has
long been a prayer, for very often, when patients came seeking help, we had to
send them to the plains for surgeries, for want of an anaesthetist. The number
of people approaching the hospital for help has increased slightly. This is mainly
because of the availability of other specialist doctors (there is also now 1
general surgeon, 2 obstetricians and 1 general medicine doctor). T
Please pray with us that other practical difficulties that the hospital faces, will
continue to improve.
Thank you for your prayers! It’s wonderful to know that you stand together with
us as a family.
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